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AEV TECHNOLOGIES, INC. PARTNERS WITH TROPICARS FOR SOUTHERN FLORIDA
AND CARIBBEAN DISTRIBUTION
Miami-based Tropicars to Represent AEV Sales throughout Caribbean and South Florida
Austin, TX (July 24, 2018)—AEV Technologies, Inc. (https://aevgo.com/), designer and manufacturer of
compact, light-duty emissions-free electric vehicles for urban commercial and consumer markets,
announced the distribution partnership with Southern Florida and Caribbean fleet vehicle leader
Tropicars Golf & Utility Vehicles. Based in Miami, FL, Tropicars has become a major player both
domestically and internationally through their multiple lines of vehicles, planes, and helicopters.
“We are excited to partner with Tropicars to reach the promising Florida and Caribbean markets,” said
Rod Keller, AEV Technologies, Inc. C.E.O. “Their multi-national experience in distribution, sales, and
service is a fantastic synergy for us. Tropicars represents world-class products and AEV’s sustainable
solutions for cargo, delivery, and last mile transport is a great opportunity to bring new solutions to their
customers throughout the region. We anticipate great results from the Tropicars and AEV relationship.”
“Tropicars is proud to join forces with AEV Technologies to distribute their electric fleet solutions to our
customer base,” said Ray Grobelny, General Director of Tropicars. “Our diverse background in the
professional fleet markets and consumer products is an outstanding match for AEV vehicles. Our
customers are always looking for new solutions to their fleet and transportation needs. AEV offers them
an opportunity to reduce their operating costs, increase their effectiveness, and generate positive
results using the all-electric AEV trucks and vehicles.”
Tropicars is already experiencing enormous interest from their clients for the zero gas emissions AEV
411 Utility Truck. They also anticipate a huge response to the upcoming AEV 311 Commuter electric
reverse trike for resorts and destinations throughout Southern Florida and the Caribbean markets. The
AEV 511 4x4 electric truck also has tremendous potential as a fleet and consumer product, especially
within the Caribbean region.
About TROPICARS:
Tropicars Golf & Utility Vehicles (www.tropicars-golf.com) is a major distributor of golf cars, utility
vehicles and other products used in the golf, resort, hospitality, and power sports industries. We also
distribute personal vehicles, recreational vehicles and vehicles used in industrial settings. Our Offices
are headquartered in Miami, Florida where we have a state-of-the-art distribution facility. Tropicars’
sales representatives and technical support team travel extensively throughout our territory to ensure
that our customers receive the personalized attention that they deserve. Tropicars will always stand

behind the products that we deliver. For more information about our products and services, please feel
free to contact us at info@tropicars-golf.com or at (305) 235-5454.
About AEV Technologies, Inc.:
Texas-based AEV Technologies, Inc., (aevgo.com), designs and delivers compact, emissions-free vehicles
for use within urban and short-haul markets. Capable of accommodating a broad range of commercial
and consumer requirements, AEV Technologies’ vehicles are the emerging leaders of safe, affordable,
efficient and sustainable logistical transportation. AEV Technologies was founded in 2017 by
entrepreneurs, investors, and executives with a passion to create sustainable urban electric solutions for
Campus Management, Last Mile Delivery, Urban Commuting, and Closed Campus Transport. Discover
more about AEV Technologies at: aevgo.com or by calling (512) 994-4917.
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